
and sounds or the reality that your breath is about to stop.
If you maintain your practice continuously with intense

devotion, your breath does stop. What happens is that four pas-
sages meet at the center of what we call lambikå sthåna which
in English is known as the “soft palate.” This lambikå sthåna
is found on the right side near the pit of the throat. In ordinary
breathing, two passages are open and two passages are closed.
When your breath is about to stop, the passages of ordinary
breathing close. You experience this symptom when you feel
that you are choking and that your breath is about to stop. At
this point, your breath becomes centralized and moves about
one point, just like a whirlpool. The aspirant experiences that
his breath is neither moving out nor coming in. He feels that his
breath is moving round and round, that it is rotating at that one
point which is the junction of the four passages. This state is
called bhramånanda,4 which means, “that bliss which is all-
pervading.”

Here, the yogin must maintain the continuity of his devo-
tional practice. As his breathing has stopped and he cannot
watch his breath, he can only recite mantras. He must put his
mind on his mantra, and only his mantra, with great devotion
to Lord Íiva. If he continues this practice with great devotion,
then, after some time, yawning takes place or his mouth
becomes crooked, just as it happens at the moment of death.
These stages are the same stages which take place when your
breath has stopped and you are about to die. The myriad of
changes that take place on his face are those that take place at
the moment of death. The apprehension of death then arises in
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4 samånabhømimågatya brahmånandamayo bhavet
Tantråloka: V;47

“The equilibrium of breath, neither breathing in nor breathing out is brah-
månanda.”
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Excerpt from the book
Kashmir Shaivism The Secret Supreme


